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By 2017, Thomas Cook Airlines were late to market 

with their native app. We turned this seeming 

disadvantage into an advantage by diverging from 

the established formula to create something that 

would help to reduce travel stress.

A flying 
companion



Make upgrades effortless

Reduce stress

The arline makes the most margin from ancillary products 

like seat reservations and meals. We knew complexity was 

a big obstacle for customers making purchases. Simplify 

and standardise the ancillary views to increase sales.

How much can I pack? Where should I be and a what 

time? The amount of effort people put into finding 

information directly affects perception of the flying 

experience.

Take the 
stress out 
of flying

The challenge

Team

Researcher

UX Designer x 2

UI Designer / Design Lead

Product owner

React Native developer x 2

In the middle of the project, I left to go and work on a 

design system. I was later brought back onto the project 

to refocus the design on the original aims.

The app reach a candidate release in November 2018



Early 
insights

From the field

Bags of confusion Triple check

Print everything Untrusted sources

Information related to luggage allowances was most 

requested at the callcentre. Many of these calls were 

converted into upgrades. This caused conflicting 

commercial incentives - does the confusion make money?

Many customers made a list of actions related to 

their trip, to be checked once completed. Some 

specifically requested a checklist as a feature.

Our customers feared losing information along the route. 

Airline apps especially were seen as unreliable records. A 

significant minority printed everything and collated it into 

a trip folder.

In app delay and gate information is rarely trusted - 

customers check multiple sources before taking 

action. The airport was the most trusted source for 

delay information.



The checklist
Early feature concept

It seemed natural to test a checklist in a flight preparation 

context. Some items were mandatory, some time-limited, 

some discretionary and some configurable.

During the test, we discovered that customers had a very 

personal relationship to their travel to-do lists which they 

didn’t associate with an airline.

As a result the configurable aspect of the to-do list was 

peripheral to the feature set, so we focused our attention 

on mandatory actions related to the flight.



Timecards
Early feature concept

The day of travel experience is linear. So we tested a card 

concept that would advance as passengers reached 

checkpoints through their trip. 

A panel at the bottom gave passengers quick access to 

flight delay information and boarding passes.

We observed users exploring the interaction by swiping 

before reading the cards. The automatic advancement of 

cards was often missed.

The general shape of this concept was revised and 

improved later. 



Flight-first
We tried a different concept which divided the day of 

travel flight itinerary into flight cards. 

Each card represented a flight in a horizontal carousel. 

Delays & gate changes appeared next to the flight data. 

Buttons appeared at the bottom of the cards depending 

on context.

Early navigation concept

Passenger info



The bottom nav contained Home and Bookings 

Home contained a countdown until the day of travel, 

where it would switch to the horizontal flights carousel.

Bookings would either show the booking overview or a 

vertical list of bookings.

The booking overviewHome screen, pre day of travel Bookings tab with multiple bookings

Flight overview



Results
Flights concept

Optimised for the smallest screen, 

The flight cards didn’t scale in the 

viewport, causing unsightly gaps 

and inefficient layouts.

Passengers visited both the Home 

and Booking tabs to look for flight 

times and ancillaries. They were 

unable to predict the content of 

booking  overview.

Gappy layoutPoor signposting

Participants were observed 

bouncing from the top to the 

bottom of the flight detail view 

looking for data.

Fewer than 0.5% of customers had 

multiple bookings, yet this feature 

took an entire slot on the Tab Bar.

Ping pongMultiple bookings



Where are 
we going?

Reframing the problem

Confused

Informed

Slow

Fast

Comprehensive

Focused

Anxious

Reassured

Response to the second concept was lukewarm. The app 

felt familiar but unsurprising. We wanted to set a North 

star for the experience. We examined where we were and 

where we wanted to be. 

We highlighted the most common sentiments, then 

inverted them.

Four questions emerged.

How can we increase focus on salient 

information?

How can we speed up navigation?

How can we reduce the stress of navigating 

booking data?

How can we reassure people that 

everything is ok?



Needs and actions 
are temporary

Reframing the problem

The printing habit suggested passengers wanted all their 

booking information at their fingertips. The physical 

collection reassured them that their whole trip was 

catalogued.

All the information was available digitally. But the 

persistent printing habit signalled that this information 

wasn’t available quickly or reliably enough for a travel 

context. The printed bundle was the most reliable form 

factor that passengers could devise themselves. Making 

customers feel reassured they had all the details they 

needed.

The overwhelming quantity and structure of of booking 

information excacerbated frustration as they attempted 

to understand the navigation of inconsistent websites and 

apps.

I reframed the question: How can passengers get what 

they need fast enough to use in transit?

How can passengers find out what they need to know 
fast enough to use in transit?



Defining success
Reframing the problem

G O A L S I G N A L M E T R I C

Task completion rate, Task completion delayPrompt task completionsPassengers complete more tasks digitally

Callcentre sessions, FAQ visits, Notification 
launch rate

confusion, questionsPassengers know what to do next

Time on task (navigation)
Session airport proximity

Navigation is fastPassengers can access information on the go

Gate, delay accuracy, Departure CESPassengers are reassured that information is 
reliable

Gate and delay information matches real world 
situation

Passengers print fewer documents EBP wallet adds, Screenshot rate reducedNavigation is fast

I partnered with our data scientist and used this 

framework to investigate the pre-departure and departure 

experience, with both quantitative and qualitative goals



Seat numbers

Reserve seats

INFORMATION

ACTION

14 DAYS

Baggage 
allowances

Add baggage

INFORMATION

ACTION

14 DAYS

Airport 
transfers

Book transit

INFORMATION

ACTION

28 DAYS

In flight meals

Add meals

INFORMATION

ACTION

12 DAYS

Check in status

Check in online

INFORMATION

ACTION

24 HOURS

Flight status

Set up alerts

INFORMATION

ACTION

12 HOURS

A temporal checklist

By reframing the problem, the checklist and timecard 
concepts combined into an elegant system for delivering 
information at the time it’s needed most.

“Just tell me what I need to know and do right now”

The concept



The perfect flight 
is the one you don’t remember

Air travel is complicated and stressful. There’s lots to 

remember and do before you can relax into your flight.

The Thomas Cook Airlines App smooths away turbulence by 

making your preparation and journey effortless and calm. 

The Thomas Cook Airlines App knows what you need to do 

next, gives you the information you need, and lets you 

complete the task then and there.

The design

The TCA App



Get ready to fly

Fast & focused

A smooth takeoff

Check your allowances and your travel docs

make swift changes to your booking before you fly.

Get reminders of all your must-do steps

Stay in the loop with live flight times and delays

Check in online and upgrade to fast track security for an 

effortless stroll through the airport



Booking Sheet

Action Card

Menu Inbox

Icon based navigation around 

the booking detail and upgrade 

options

Important events are delivered 

by OS notification and Action 

Card and allow you to act on 

them instantly

Booking switching, settings and 

secondary functions

A prioritised history of 

notifications

Anatomy
From comprehensive to focused



From slow to fast 

Hub & spoke
The Action card concept resulted in an elegant, flat, and 

consistant structure. Actions and processes were one tap away 

and always returned to the homescreen.



From comprehensive to focused

What next?
The Action Card had a simple purpose - to answer the question 

at any point during the journey: What do I need to do next?



1.00 Flight cancelled, 1.01 Flight diverted, 1.02 Flight time updated

24hrs 0
Operational 

window
Ancillary 

switchover
ESTA deadline Take off

48hrs2 wks

  Pre operational changes

Route specific / visas

Check in

Ancillary upsell

Default Action Card 5.00 Check in countdown 5.00 Destination weather 5.03 Check in countdown, 1.0

4.03

3.01 Online check in open, 3.03 ...3.00 Online check in unavailable 3.02 Ai..

2.00 ESTA status, 2.01 APIS status 2.01 APIS status

From comprehensive to focused

We suspected Multiple Action Cards would clutter the day 

of travel screen and would dilute focus.

We explored constraining the visible action card to one. 

This necessitated a priority system to ensure we could 

delivering the most salient card at any given moment.

Each Action Card had a validity period and a number 

representing the relative priority of the cards with optional 

properties for state.

The extensible approach became a foundation for a multi 

platform messaging API.

Staying focused



Complex flights
Point to point

Semi circular

Open JawFeeder Defeeder

Circular Multistop

From confused to informed

TCA sold a variety of journey types. We validated the 

interface against all these types. We constantly battled the 

pressure to leave it to passengers to interpret this 

complexity and sought an interface which would fit all 

scenarios.

In the data model, ancillaries were logically 

associated to various entities in the booking. 

The mental model of passengers rarely 

matched this structure. 

Mapping the data model was a useful 

resource for defining the API, but it also 

proved that a much simpler navigation to 

ancillary data was required.



Flipping the hierarchy
The flight-centric concept used a vertical flight itinerary 

as navigation to ancillaries. Testing revealed multiple 

navigation errors.

Complex flight types caused visual complexity.

Participants lost context in the edit view. We could 

either add even more detail to the edit view, or try 

something completely different.

The solution was to flip the hierarchy and move the 

booking switch feature into the menu. Instead of using the 

itinerary as navigation into ancillaries, we created views 

that showed a single ancillary across multiple flights and a 

much simpler itinerary feature.

This allowed us to remove vague buttons, flatten the 

navigation and make ancillary data accessible via one tap. 

Fast and focused.

From comprehensive to focused

Flight 1 & 2

Seats Edit

Edit

Edit

Bags

Meals

Edit bags

Passenger 1 24kg

Passenger 2 24kg

Passenger 3 24kg

Passenger 4 24kg

Edit

Overview

Overview

Booking 1

Flight 1

Passengers

Flight 2

Flight 3

Booking 1

Bookings

Booking 2

Bags

Flight 1

Flight 2

Passenger 1 24kg

Passenger 1 24kg

Passenger 2 24kg

Passenger 2 24kg

Passenger 3 24kg

Passenger 4 24kg

Seats

Meals Check in

Bags

Your booking



All or nothing?

Sports equipment

In flight food by James Martin

Champagne

4x meals4x Seats 4x Bags

Passenger info 

Check in

Boarding Pass

Edit >

Start >

Not ready 

Thu 02 Jun

All flights >

Delayed

We attempted to abbreviate ancillaries and statuses at a 

glance.

After testing many iterations, we repeatedly observed that 

the abbreviations couldn’t express the complexity around 

multi-leg flights, causing confusion.

Abbreviated data
4 seats across one flight or 

2 seats across 2 flights?

Flight status
Is everything below 

associated with this flight?

Bottom Sheet
Older passengers don’t 

recognise this pattern

Passenger status
Duplicates Action Card 

functions, does it apply to 

next flight or whole 

booking?

Similarly, our initial instinct was to place the flight status in 

the Booking Sheet. Proximity made passengers associate 

ancillaries to that flight rather than the whole booking.

Flight status was moved to the Action Card on the day of 

travel, and abbreviated summaries were removed. The 

result: consistent navigation, increased comprehension.

From comprehensive to focused



A reassuring interface
From anxious to reassured

Up-to-date OS design patterns like 

the bottom sheet conveyed the 

impression we were looking 

forward, not back.

ProgressiveCheerful

We moved away from vague terms 

like “overview” and “summary”. We 

spoke directly to passengers using 

“we” and “you”

Transitions were defined as rapid 

and reassuringly solid. The home 

screen destination image had a 

subtle parallax effect to create depth.

Transparent

We wanted to reassure, even when 

things don’t going to plan. Delays 

appeared in hot pink instead of red, 

which felt less intimidating.

Refreshing

The TCA brand is defined as cheerful, refreshing, 

progressive and transparent. TCA previously had limited 

success expresing this brand in digital channels.

When copywriting the UI, I imagined the voice of a 

member of the in-flight team, who, with limited time, 

would be friendly, direct, reassuring and concise.



Results
Action Card prototype was usability tested in Berlin and 

Manchester.

The Action Card design tested well for simple outbound-

return bookings. 

All test participants:

Understood that Action Cards are time sensitive

Were reassured that they would receive the right 

information at the right time. 

Found and navigated to ancillaries via the Booking Card 

successfully and quickly

The overlays tested well for simpler flight itineraries. 

Around 80% of customers have this type of booking. 

They didn’t test well for bookings with connecting flights, 

which are usually served by a different airline and are 

subject to different business rules.

Participants missed the distinction between the main flight 

and their connecting flights, or failed to understand why 

the business rules might be different for those flights. 

These comprehension problems are common to every 

interface we’ve designed with connecting flights. More 

work is needed on this issue.



Jetset was as much an education problem as it was a 

technical and design problem. Partnered with a 

skilled front end development team, I created a 

shared language for components and a 

development resource that could be compiled into 

various frameworks, including Vue and Angular.

Jetset 
design 
system



Reduce design effort 
Identify the best solution to business problems at various 

breakpoints and define a set of patterns that can be used 

across platforms.

Reduce dev effort
Legacy platforms are causing dev overhead. Make sure the 

build process can output React Native, Angular, Vue and 

JSP (tricky!) and create snippets for VSC

Create a shared language
With 4 teams distributed across 3 countries, we needed to 

make sure we were creating a shared language for our 

design system.

Faster to 
market

The challenge

Team

UX Designer x 2

UI Designer / Lead designer

Lead developer

Developer



Paving 
desire 
paths
Behaviour change is hard. It doesn’t take much for 

someone to see a design system as an obstacle 

rather than an augmentation. We explored various 

workarounds that designers & developers were 

already using and formalised them.

Ohio State University



Observations

Losing track Test overhead

Snippets Screenshots

Developers weren’t documenting changes at a component 

level, nor distributing update logs to designers. Nobody 

seemed sure at what version of a given component would 

be in the next production release.

Spacing inconsistencies were being implemented in code, 

and causing QA overhead, as we couldn’t articulate a 

spacing system to testers.

76% of developers were using Visual Studio code for their 

IDE, and making broad use of custom made snippets to 

make short work of imports

In the absence of page layout templates and wireframes, 

some UX designers were drawing over screenshots. This 

made the artwork very difficult for other designers to pick 

up later.



Early UI kit



Core elements



Buttons & form elements



Iconography



Design principles



Component audit



Component docs



Templates



Content model



Documentation



By relentlessly simplifying the booking journey, we 

removed obstacles, reduced confusion and made 

booking flights less onerous. The changes were 

validated by huge increases in conversion, revenue 

and customer satisfaction.

Runway
booking 
engine

conversion over 3 years

4.2% to 6.15%

+46%
revenue per year

512m to 700m

+30m



Search results



The datepicker was a hefty piece of UI 
that allowed customers to view prices 
across dates. Earlier iterations were 
fixed width and scrolled with previous/
next buttons. This version used 
gestures and natural scrolling, and was 
fully responsive.

With multiple legs, operating airlines, 
fare classes and destinations, there 
were many possible permutations of a 
search result.

Earlier versions of search results put 
fare classes in columns. This resulted in 
unsightly gaps when a class wasn’t 
available.

Arranging the prices vertically 
maintained a natural F-pattern and 
made it easier to compare prices.

The booking flow supported 8 currencies 
and 6 languages - so I created a lot of 
versions to describe reflow behaviours 
and constraint based alignments.

Datepicker

Prices

Localisation



Ancillaries



Ancillary products have become the 
most lucrative activity for airlines. 
There’s a balance to be struck between 
bombarding prospective customers with 
sales messages and getting them to the 
checkout as quickly as possible.

Ryanair arranges all the ancillary 
products on a single page, which feels 
overwhelming and mixes popular 
ancillaries like luggage with less popular 
ones. I wanted to simplify the layout so 
that customers were negotiating one 
ancillary at a time.

On our design, we split the ancillaries 
into several long pages. This increased 
sales of every ancillary (except seats). 
Usability feedback suggested it was 
because it much clearer what the fare 
already included and what upgrade 
options were available.

There’s a lot of complexity in the 
business rules for each ancillary. The 
controls for adding ancillaries were 
moved from the page into overlays. After 
a lot of trial and error, we found an 
interaction pattern which could cope 
with all ancillary business logic.

Soft selling

Separate content from config
Choose insurance cover

Outbound flight FR A L A K

Return flight L A K FR A

Mr Arthur Forrest
No insurance Add

Mr Arthur Forrest
No insurance Add

Mrs Letitia Forrest
No insurance Add

Mrs Letitia Forrest
No insurance Add

Mrs Letitia Forrest
No insurance Add

Mrs Letitia Forrest
No insurance Add

Done

Cancel

Total £ 0.00

Choose insurance cover

Prices include Insurance premium tax .
Your single trip policy ends once you 
return to the UK

Select
Cover within Europe 
(excludes Turkey)

from £ 34.00 ppS I N G L E  T R I P   

Select
Cover within Europe 
(excludes Turkey)

from £ 34.00 ppA N N UA L  E U R O P E A N

Select
Worldwide cover

from £ 34.00 ppA N N UA L  
WO R L DW I D E



Animated icons
To reduce the intimidation caused by the complexity around ancillaries, we 
introduced whimsical animations that loop when you move the pointer over the 
buttons.

I created the icons in Adobe Illustrator. Then I comissioned Bafta winning studio 
Karrot Animation to bring them to life using the Bodymovin plugin for After 
Effects so that they could be exported as web native  SVG animations.



conversion over 3 years

4.2% to 6.15%

+46%
revenue per year

+30m

Search to book conversion rate

Seasonal drop in conversion caused by 
anticpation of January sale prices

Performance improvements
Angular upgrade

Runway alpha 
deployed (5%)

46% increase

Runway 
switchover (100%)

Results
The alpha was deployed into production with hundreds of bugs to 5% of 
customers, The conversion response was initially disappointing. As bugs were 
identified and squashed, and as speed improvements were made, the design was 
validated by a consistent rise in conversion.

This represented almost £30m per year in revenue.

Digging deeper into the data, we saw conversion improve throughout the funnel. 
The conversion improvement was most marked on the ancillary pages. 
Previously, we would force all bookers through a seat selection step, which made 
seat selection appear mandatory.

The new strategy decreased seat ancillary booking rates in this channel, but 
boosted overall revenue by much more.



Thankyou

andyҙoverhead.tv
07875 282 738


